THE "EXPLAINED SUPERNATURAL" IN CHARLES BROCKDEN BROWN'S WIELAND
"Pudd'nhead Wilson should be recognized as a classic of the use of popular modes -of the sensational and the melodramatic for the pur poses of significant F. R, Leavis' comment on Mark Twain's classic could just as accurately be applied to Charles Brockden Brown's first major work, Wieland. Brown used both the sensational and the melodramatic forms to produce one of the first novels in America and the first gothic romance of American authorship.
Jane Lundblad defines the gothic novel as containing some or all of the following characteristics: a manuscript, either translated from the original or reported by a character who gives an account of his experiences; a castle; a mysterious crime; religion; Italians (or Spaniards); a deform ity in a character; ghosts, either supernatural or "false phenomena that seem supernatural to the beholder but are rationally explained;" magic; 2 nature; blood; works of art; and armored knights.
Brown incorporates ten of these qualities in Wieland in various devia
tions from the strict definition. Clara writes a manuscript relating her activities, as did her father; a crime is committed with mysterious motiva tions; the Wielands observe private religious practices; instead of an Italian, a "transformed Spaniard" is the villain; Carwin's peculiar appear ance is the closest example of a deformity; supernatural forms appear to Wieland; Carwin uses ventriloquism as his "magic;" pastoral nature is com bined with the terrors of night (the deaths of the elder Wieland, Catherine and the children occur at night); the murders are bloody; and Clara draws He first reacts to n^sterious voices as deceptions, but his belief in the news he heard proves only his credulity, not his rational disbelief. He is obviously intended to be Clara's husband. Clara Wieland, Theodore's sister, is the writer of these letters to friends. She is seen by both Pleyel and Carwin as the perfect woman -ordered, brave, and sensible.
But her consternation at the voices belies her presentation as a rational being of Godwin's mold. She is the pursued heroine of the sentimental novel. Carwin, a wanderer who comes into the novel only by chance, is also typical of the sentimental novel as the villain-pursuer of Clara. He is the catalyst for many episodes in Wieland^but in the end, lacks full motivation.
The tone of mystery, suspense, and terror is effectively set by events in the first letter-chapters. The elder Wieland feels a premonition of his death. He dies laysteriously through spontaneous combustion,but not be fore his mental weakness is pinpointed as a legacy which will haunt his children.
From these past events and ones to be later revealed, Clara proposes a Godwinian theme: "It the tale will exemplify the force of early im pressions, and show the immeasurable evils that flow from an erroneous or imperfect discipline.Later, as the family discusses the first myste rious voice, she continues the rationalistic theme of Godwin;
The will is the tool of the understanding, which must fashion its conclusions on the notices of sense. If the senses be depraved, it is impossible to calculate the evils that may flow from the consequent deductions of the understanding.^Ŝ he and Pleyel thus agree on the theory, but their behavior challenges the totality of their conviction.
After the introductions of characters, setting, theme, and tone.
Brown begins his plot in earnest. The family exists peacefully and intel lectually in a pastoral setting. Their peace is disturbed by a n^sterious voice which, in turn, warns them, gives them advice, and threatens them, thoroughly upsetting their serene routine. This voice is heard seven times, and in the first two cases, it seems to belong to Catherine, but she has not left the company of Clara. Wieland*s fate parallels that of the hapless farmer in so many re spects that it is obvious that he used this news item as a source: both maintained a wife and children in comfortable circumstances; both held private religious services; both were devoted to their families; both were approached by illuminations which ordered them to destroy their loved ones to demonstrate their loyalty to these spirits; both had sisters who were likewise endangered and who escaped; both seemed cognizant of their deeds but were adamant in their belief in obedience and duty; both were im prisoned as lunatics; both escaped twice and were recaptured.
A newspaper article on the murders probably gave Brown the basis with which to begin his novel. He is at first included in the learned discussions of the Wielands and later is dropped through their slight knowledge of his suspicious past.
He is present when the group attempts to determine the source of the voices. They cannot perceive the source -the rational data received by their senses do not fit their knowledge of life. They feel the need to ex plain this in a logical manner, especially in light of their father's death, and they cannot do so, Carwin makes an attempt to explain the voices through a narrative de vice. He states it to be possible for a familiar voice to be mimicked, by one at a distance safe from detection, and "reflected into a focus, or 31 communicated through a tube." However, in his tales, there were none that had instances similar to those befalling the Wielands; therefore this solution to the iitystery of the voices was discarded.
Only after Wieland*s crimes and imprisonment and Clara's illness are the readers (and characters) apprized of the source of the catastrophe,
Carwin had disappeared at the time of the murders, to be blamed as having been involved in them. He returns to Mettingen to discover Clara. He reveals his part as the voices, disclosing the fact that he is a ventrilo quist .
In the first instance of the voice, he had entered the temple and read the letter. He had previously heard Catherine's voice and imitated it to prevent his discovery. He had not thought this use of his art would be detrimental to those concerned, but in fact it started the chain of events which helped to unbalance Wieland.
When Pleyel heard the voice telling him of the Baroness* death, Carwin was conjecturing as to the veracity of the news, thinking it probable after hearing their conversation. Carwin said he thought that his advice would be beneficial to Wieland in helping him to decide about the trip.
He tells Clara that his source of information about her habits was her maid, Judith, whom he had convinced of his love and with whom he had n o an affair. Judith was a key in the "murderer's" conversation for she had told him of the unusual sensibility of Clara. He determined to test Clara's courage, more for mischief than for any other reason. He counter feited the dialogue imitating two voices, intending that one other than Clara would be the object of the murder of which the voices talked. He climbed a ladder near the window of the study to make the voices seem to come from within. His plan utterly misfired when Clara thought herself the one to be murdered and fled to Wieland's. Finding the door to
Wieland's closed, he called through the keyhole to alert them.
As Clara slept unnoticed by the riverbank, Judith and Carwin en sconced themselves in the shrubbery and were interrupted by her awakening.
To keep this haven to themselves, he warned Clara away and used the "murderer's" voice to try to clarify the events of the previous night.
Finally Carwin had gained access to Clara's study through Judith and was surprised there by Clara, who had retired and then arisen to peruse the manuscript, Carwin held the door against her efforts and made a cry.
He pretended to be a murderer and a seducer at his discovery, based on Clara's erroneous judgment of the previous night. Here he was using his talent to purposely frighten and amaze Clara.
In the sixth instance, he had intended to leave Clara an explanation, but when he saw Catherine's body, he left a shorter note. As he left, he saw Clara approaching and used his art once more to warn her away. Later
Carwin uses his voice again to confound Wieland and save Clara's life.
After the recital of his errors and his desire to be forgiven, the suspense of the plot relaxes. The voices have been explained as not originating from the supernatural.
Brown termed ventriloquism "biloquism:" The device of ventriloquism was a unifying factor to Brown, especial ly as it was tied to the unexplained supernatural and the possible effect it had upon Wieland's inherited insanity. Thus, the "explained super natural" served to set off a narrative copy of an actual murder and an un explained supernatural force. The explained terrors are the key device in
Wieland. however, and were used by later writers who knew of Brown's In trying to bridge Richardson's form with Radcliffe's gothic terror, Brown produced an awkward novel which still influenced his American successors.
containing wine, delivered to Goodfellow, The corpse of Shuttleworthy is fortified with whalebone so that it would sit up when the box was opened.
The narrator, having discovered Goodfellow's guilt, utters the words "Thou art the man," forcing a confession from Goodfellow. These words appear to issue from the corpse. At this time, ventriloquism was still uncommon, and its use in fiction is quite effective. Since Poe is credited with developing the techniques of the detective story through several of his short stories, ("Thou Art the Man" among them) Brown can be seen as a precursor in one of the techniques that Poe incorporates.
